Covalent structures of beta and gamma autolytic derivatives of human alpha-thrombin.
Nonclotting beta- and gamma-thrombins have been prepared by autolysis of human alpha-thrombin at pH 8.6 in the presence of 0.4 M NaCl and purified on BioRex 70. Reduced and carbamidomethylated A and B chains fragments were separated by gel filtration and reverse phase high performance liquid chromatography. Structural characterization of these fragments demonstrated that alpha to beta conversion results from two cleavages at Arg 62 and Arg 73 in the B chain, releasing an intact 11-residue peptide. beta to gamma conversion corresponds to the additional loss of a fragment of the B chain stretching from Ile 124 to Lys 154. Autolysis is not accompanied by cleavages in the A chain. Loss of clotting activity is therefore related solely to the excision of residues 63 to 73 in the B chain. With the exception of cleavage at Arg 73, these results differ from a proposed model for alpha to gamma conversion of bovine thrombin.